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Abstract ─ Dual-band antenna is an enabling component
for wireless local area network (WLAN) communication
systems. One of the challenges for improving the
communication quality in dual-band multiple-input
multiple-output (MIMO) system is to develop low
coupling MIMO antenna array with compact size. In
this paper, an isolation enhanced two-element MIMO
antenna array with dual-frequency decoupling structure
is proposed for operating at the upper and lower WLAN
bands. The proposed dual-frequency decoupling structure
is realized by an array of two columns of metamaterial
structures with unique electromagnetic resonance
characteristic. The property of the designed metamaterial
array is analyzed and integrated between the elements of
a two-element patch antenna array to reduce the mutual
coupling. The performance of the dual-frequency patch
antenna array is verified by the simulation and
measurement, respectively. The experimental results
show that the proposed dual-frequency MIMO antenna
array has an isolation enhancement about 15dB at
2.4GHz and 9dB at 5.25GHz, respectively. Moreover,
the proposed dual-band MIMO antenna has a smaller
size and good directional radiation patterns, making it
promising for WLAN applications.
Index Terms ─ Dual-band, MIMO, mutual decoupling,
WLAN.

I. INTRODUCTION
With the development of wireless communication
technologies, the antenna design carts an increasing
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demand since it is required to transmit and receive the
electromagnetic signals [1]. In order to improve the
communication quality, multiple-input multiple-output
(MIMO) technique has been applied for wireless
communications and it is also considered as a technique
for construct massive MIMO system in next generation
communication systems [2]. Furthermore, the wireless
local area network (WLAN) has been used for a long
time, which needs to operate at dual frequency mode to
incorporate 802.11 a/b/g/n/ac/ax standards. The antennas
mentioned in [1-2] is printed on low cost substrate to
utilize the characteristics like light weight, small volume
and easy fabrication.
As for MIMO WLAN communication system, the
design of the dual-band MIMO antenna has been applied
to practical applications. So far, many methods have
been exploited to design MIMO multi-band antennas
that contain the WLAN band [3-11]. For the small dualband antenna designs, the most mature technologies
to obtain multi-band characteristics includes exciting
multiple-mode [12-14] and engraving a groove on the
micros-trip patch[15-16], using multilayer structure or
multi-stubs to form resonators and use multiple patches
technology [17-20].
For the small dual-band antenna designs, the most
mature technologies to obtain multi-band characteristics
includes exciting multiple-mode and engraving a groove
on the micros-trip patch [15-16], using multilayer
structure and multiple patches technology [17-19]. The
dual-mode excitation technology may have two narrow
operating bands for WLAN communication, but it has
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advantages to provide multiple bands without changing
the structure of the patch antenna and the radiation
patterns.
On the other hand, the channel capacity and the
throughput of the MIMO communication system might
be reduced when the received signals at multiple receiving
antennas are correlated [2]. Therefore, the mutual coupling
(MC) from the adjacent antenna elements in the MIMO
antenna array may degrade the efficiency, correlation
and eventually deteriorate the communication quality
of the entire MIMO system [20-21]. Some of the
researchers paid much efforts to optimize the precoding
strategies on both the receiver and transmitter sides to
reduce the MC to design a compact large-scale MIMO
system [22-23]. Recently, the compact device will limit
the size of the components, which makes the MIMO
antenna array smaller and smaller. Thus, the MC issue in
the compact MIMO antenna array is an inevitable factor
that seriously affects the MIMO antenna performance in
small terminals. How to reduce the MC in the MIMO
array becomes to be a hot topic which attracts more and
more attention in recent years [20-23]. Especially for
the compact dual-band MIMO antenna array that is
used for dual-band WLAN communication and the MC
problem becomes a key issue that should be resolved
simultaneously at the lower and upper WLAN bands.
In general, the MC is serious when the antenna
elements are placed less than half-wavelength, which
will deteriorate the radiating performance and reduce
the channel capacity. Thus, it is very useful to design
decoupling structure to reduce the MC between the
antenna elements [24]. Currently, many amazing mutual
decoupling structures such as decoupling network,
defected ground structure (DGS), electromagnetic band
gap (EBG) and metamaterial are used in MIMO antenna
array [25-38]. For the decoupling network, the typical
decoupling structure is to use a stub in the ground plane
of a MIMO antenna array, such as the T-shaped stub
[25-27], which will affect the radiation patterns of the
antenna array. Recently, an improved decoupling network
has been proposed in [28]. It demonstrated that the
coupled decoupling structure can reduce the MC over two
bands, which is still realized based on stub technologies.
Also, the periodic DGS has been developed to improve
the isolation in the MIMO antenna array [29-31].
However, the DGS destroys the integrity of the ground
plane, which may leak electromagnetic wave and affect
the radiation patterns. Another effective method to
enhance the isolation of antenna array is to use the EBG
structure in antenna array [32-36]. Unlike the previous
decoupling technologies, the EBG structure has been
introduced into the middle of the antenna elements, and
it can prohibit the microwave propagation between
antenna elements because of its high impendence
property. The resonance of the EBG is caused by the
inductance of the EBG cell structure itself and the

capacitance between the EBG units.
In the past decades, the metamaterial decoupling
techniques have attracted more attention because of its
unique property, and it can perform high impendence,
negative permittivity and negative permeability, negative
refractive index. Moreover, the metamaterial decoupling
has some advantages such as small size, easy fabrication.
The resonance of the metamaterial is caused by the
capacitance and inductance of the metamaterial cell
itself. Therefore, although the structure of the EBG and
metamaterial is similar, the basic resonance principle is
different. For the decoupling network, DGS, EBGs, they
are not easy to obtain a dual-band property because they
need to redesign the entire structures. But, it is easy to
achieve a dual-band negative permittivity by integrating
two conventional SRRs into the same metamaterial
structure, and the designed dual-band meta-material has
been used for reducing the MC between the MIMO
antenna elements by adjusting the dimensions of the two
SRRs. [37-39]. However, these MIMO antennas only
have one band by using the metamaterial decoupling
structure. Currently, the dual-band antenna array becomes
more and more useful because of its potential applications
in modern wireless communication systems. Thus, how
to reduce the MC between the dual-band antenna array
elements becomes an urgent issue.
Based on the advantages of the planar metamaterial,
a high isolation dual-band MIMO antenna array is
proposed by using dual-frequency metamaterial structure
operating at WLAN bands. Compared to existing
technologies, our proposed method has the following
unique features:
(1) The designed MIMO antenna array with high
isolation covers the lower and upper WLAN bands.
(2) Dual-frequency metamaterial is used to reduce
the MC of the dual-band WLAN MIMO antenna array.
(3) The designed planar dual-band metamaterial
can be independently adjusted to achieve a good match
with the desired dual-band MIMO antenna array without
affecting the performance of the MIMO array.

II. DESIGN OF THE PROPOSED DUALBAND WLAN MIMO ARRAY
A. Dual-band microstrip antenna
According to the rectangular microstrip antenna
theory and the multiple mode excitation scheme, a dualband microstrip antenna is developed with only one
feeding, which is shown in Fig. 1. The proposed antenna
has a simple rectangle patch printed on a FR4 substrate
with a relative permittivity of 4.4 and a loss tangent of
0.02, and there is a ground plane set at the bottom of the
FR4. Then, a coaxial probe feeding is used to excite the
two modes. The longer side excites the TM10 mode to
generate the lower frequency, while the short side excites
the TM01 mode to give the upper band.
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Fig. 1. The mechanism of dual-band patch antenna.
B. Principle of dual-band metamaterial
The schematic of a metamaterial comes from the
resonance of the inductance in metal patch and the
capacitance in the split ring resonator (SRR). For
metamaterial structure, the resonance is caused by the
inductance and capacitance of the SRR structure, while
the dual-band metamaterial proposed in this paper
is realized by the inductance and the two different
capacitances. When two different SRRs are connected
by a metal strip and placed on the same substrate, the
inductance significantly increases while the capacitance
does not change. Thus, two resonant frequencies are
obtained. Comparing with the original single-band SRR,
the proposed integrated SRR (ISRR) structure shown in
Fig. 2 (a) has a more complicated design procedure.
However, the ISRR can provide more bands, and the
size is greatly reduced. Additionally, each band can be
independently adjusted to match with the desired resonant
frequency. Based on the theory of the metamaterial, a
metamaterial based on the ISRR is designed and given in
Fig. 2 (b). Figure 2 (c) shows the 3-demesion structure
of the proposed metamaterial cell. Since the ISRR has an
adjustable band, the proposed metamaterial cell can be
flexibly designed to meet the desired resonance band
requirements. To understand the performance of the
proposed metamaterial cell, the perfect H, and perfect
E boundaries, and wave port are used to analyze its
characteristics.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 2. Geometry of DBMC: (a) SRR structure, (b)
proposed metamaterial cell, and (c) the 3-D structure of
the DBMC.

Figure 3 presents the equivalent circuit of the
proposed dual-band metamaterial cell. The split size
controls the C1, the overall size of the outer SRR controls
the L1, and the R1 is the resistance of the outer SRR itself.
C2 is the capacitance between the two branches of the
inner SRR. The R2 and R3 are the resistances of two
branches of the inner SRR. Correspondingly, the L2 and
L3 are the inductance of two branches of the inner SRR.
Figure 4 presents the simulation model of the proposed
dual-band metamaterial cell (DBMC), which is created
in the HFSS. In fact, the gap between the SRRs and the
length of the SRRs control the metamaterial property,
which can be obtained by the numerical analysis. Figure
5 gives the transmission coefficient (S21) and reflection
coefficient (S11) of the DBMC with different parameters.
When b increases from 2mm to 4mm shown in Fig. 5 (a),
the bandwidth of the center frequency of the upper band
is changed while the bandwidth for the lower band
remains same.

Fig. 3. The equivalent circuit of the proposed DBMC.

Fig. 4. Simulation model of the proposed dual-band
metamaterial cell.
Figure 5 (b) presents the effects of various b on the
phase difference of S11 and S21. It is found that the
phase at the upper band changes quickly with different
parameter b. Then, the S-parameter method is utilized
to retrieve the dielectric constant of designed DBMC,
and the results are described in Fig. 5 (c). The negative
permeability characteristics of the upper band move to
higher frequency with the increment of parameter b.
Then, the parameter e that gives important effects on the
performance of the proposed DBMC is investigated in
detail. Figure 6 (a) illustrates magnitude difference of
S11 and S21 with different length e ranging from 2mm
to 4mm of the ISRR. The frequency of the lower band
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becomes to be smaller with an increasing e due to
the coupling between the modified SRRs. The phase
difference for different e is given in Fig. 6 (b). It is
observed that the phase for both the upper band and
lower band changes so fast with different parameter e.
Then, the S-parameter method is considered to retrieve
the dielectric constant of designed DBMC, and the results
are presented in Fig. 6 (c). The negative permeability
characteristics of the lower band shifts very quickly with
various e.

(a) Magnitude difference of the DBMC

(a) Magnitude difference of the DBMC
(b) Phase difference of the DBMC

(b) Phase difference of the DBMC

(c) Negative permittivity characteristics the DBMC
Fig. 6. Performance of the proposed DBMC with different
e.

(c) Negative permittivity characteristics of the DBMC
Fig. 5. Performance of the proposed DBMC with different
b dual-band MIMO antenna array elements.

From the above discussions of the proposed DBMC,
it is observed that the gap between the SRRs and the
length of the SRRs decide the magnitude and phase
of the transmission coefficient (S21) and reflection
coefficient (S11) over the upper and lower operating
bands of the DBMC. Then the upper and lower negative
permeability bands of the proposed DBMC can be
extracted from the magnitude and the phase of the S11
and S22. Thus, the decoupling DBMC array composed of
two columns of DBMC cells performs high impendence
at the upper and lower negative permeability bands,
which can be used to prohibit the propagation of the
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electromagnetic wave between the dual-band MIMO
antenna array elements. The upper permeability band can
be properly also be properly adjusted, which make the
negative permeability bands of the DBMC array match
well with the dual-band MIMO antenna array.

III. DUAL-BAND DECOUPLING MIMO
ANTENNA ARRAY BASED ON PERIODIC
DBMCs
In this paper, the designed DBMC is used and
periodically installed in the middle of the two antenna
elements. The original dual-band MIMO antenna array
is shown in Fig. 7. The MIMO array consists of two
microstrip patch antennas and a common ground plane,
which is printed on a FR4 substrate with a relative
permittivity of 4.4 and a loss tangent of 0.02. For the
rectangle-patch-antenna, dual modes are excited based
on the mechanism in the Section 2 to obtain two resonance
frequencies. By properly selecting the position of the
feeding, TM10 and TM01 modes are excited. However,
the dual-band rectangle-patch-antenna array has strong
MC due to the propagation of surface waves between
antenna array elements since the antenna elements are
very close. The metamaterial cell has already been
investigated to suppress surface waves owing to its high
impendence characteristic in the negative permeability
band [37]. Then, the proposed DBMC also has the ability
to inhibit the surface waves in lower and upper negative
permeability bands. The mutual decoupling can be
realized by integrating the dual-band MIMO antenna
array and the designed DBMC on a same substrate when
the operating bands of the dual-band antenna array are
same with the negative permeability bands of the DBMC.
A decoupling array structure consists of two columns
of DBMCs, which are symmetrically placed along the
X-axis and Y-axis. Then, the designed decoupling array
structure is set between the two patch antennas to relieve
the MC. By using the proposed DBMC decoupling
array structure (DBMC-DAS), a MIMO array with high
isolation is achieved, whose geometry is shown in Fig. 8.
Then, the proposed MIMO array with DBMC-DAS
is well optimized by the HFSS, and the finalized
dimensions of the MIMO array are shown in Table 1.

Fig. 7. Reference MIMO array.

Fig. 8. Proposed MIMO array with DBMC-DAS.
Table 1: Parameters of the dual-band MIMO antenna
array with high isolation (Unit: mm)
Parameters h W0 ee
ff
b g L0 L1
Values
1.6 52 4.012 3.5 2.5 0.2 60 30
Parameters e
t
t1
a
c s d W1
Values
4 14
6
5.62 0.3 0.1 3.5 12
The optimized dual-band MIMO antenna array with
proposed DBMC-DAS is fabricated, and the photograph
of the fabricated MIMO array is shown in Fig. 9. Then,
the fabricated MIMO antenna is measured by using
Agilent N9923A in a chamber. The S11 and S21 of the
MIMO array are compared in Fig. 10 for measurement
and simulations. We can see that the MIMO antenna has
two operating bands at the lower and upper WLAN
frequencies. Additionally, the measured S11 meets the
simulation one. The difference between the measurement
and the simulation is attributed to the fabrication
tolerance, the stability of the FR4 substrate and the
soldering. From the coupling presented by the S21, it is
found that the MC between the two patch antennas is
reduced by the DBMC-DAS at the expected operating
bands, and its MC is reduced by 15dB and 9dB for the
lower and upper operating bands, respectively. Thus,
the DBMC-DAS can effectively improve the isolation
between the two antenna elements. To better understand
the MC reduction principle of the proposed MIMO array
behind the S-parameter, the current distributions and
radiation patterns are analyzed based on the HFSS,
and its performance is presented in Figs. 11 and 12
respectively. From the surface current distributions of
the MIMO array, we observed that the strong current
distributed on both the patch antenna elements for the
MIMO antenna without DBMC-DAS. In a word, there
is MC effect between the two antenna elements. When
the DBMC-DAS is inserted into the middle of the two
antenna elements, the surface current on the adjacent
patch antenna element is very small while the current on
the DBMC-DAS is very strong. It is evident that the
DBMC-DAS decoupling structure significantly interacts
with the surface currents to block them from affecting
adjacent radiation elements in the MIMO antenna array.
Thus, the surface current from one antenna to another
antenna is blocked by the DBMC-DAS, and hence, the
isolation between the MIMO antenna elements are
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improved.
Then, the radiation patterns of the MIMO antenna
array are obtained in a chamber, which are shown in Fig.
12. We can see that the proposed MIMO antenna has a
good radiation patterns at both 2.4GHz and 5.25GHz,
which is useful for small station applications. The gains
of the MIMO antenna array at the two band are 2dBi and
4.6dBi, respectively.
(a) XOZ plane @ 2.4GHz (b) YOZ plane @ 2.4GHz

(a) Top view

(b) Side view

Fig. 9. Photograph of the fabricated dual-band MIMO
array.

(c) XOZ plane @ 5.25GHz (d) YOZ plane @ 5.25GHz
Fig. 12. Radiation patterns of the MIMO antenna array.
In order to show the priority of the high isolation
dual-band antenna array in this paper, a comparison with
the recent designs [40-44] is listed in Table 2. From the
Table 2, it is found that the overall size of this high
isolation antenna array is almost the smallest one, and its
bandwidth covers the WLAN.
Table 2: Comparisons of proposed antennas with previous
works

Fig. 10. S-parameter of the proposed MIMO array with
DBMC-DAS.

Refs.

10-dB 10-dB
Isolation
Isolation
BW BW
Total Size
Enhancement Enhancement
(Low (High
(λ0 in GHz)
at fl (dB)
at fh (dB)
Band) Band)
NA NA
15.14
16.26
1.14λ3.4×0.68λ3.4
7.4% 5.7%
6
6
1.26λ2.7×0.63λ2.7
4.2% 3.8%
12
20
0.88λ2.7×0.44λ2.7
9.5% 12.2%
20
8
1.23λ1.795×0.42λ1.795
1.7% 0.75%
10.8
15.6
0.41λ3.5×0.41λ3.5

[40]
[41]
[28]
[42]
[43]
This
4.2% 2.3%
work

15.5

9

0.48λ3.5×0.41λ3.5

IV. CONCLUSION

Fig. 11. Surface current distribution of the MIMO antenna:
(a) 2.4GHz w/o DBMC-DAS, (b) 5.25GHz w/o DBMCDAS, (c) 2.4GHz with DBMC-DAS, and (d) 5.25GHz
with DBMC-DAS.

In this paper, a dual-band MIMO array with dualfrequency metamaterial decoupling structure is proposed
and its performance is analyzed and discussed in
detail. The DBMC-DAS consists of 6×2 dual-frequency
metamaterial decoupling cells that are set in the middle
of the two patch antenna elements. The proposed MIMO
array with DBMC-DAS has been optimized, fabricated
and measured. The results showed that the MC has been
reduced by 15dB and 9dB for the lower and upper
operating bands while the radiation patterns and the
bandwidth of the MIMO array remain the same as that of
the MIMO array without the DBMC-DAS. The proposed
high isolation MIMO array with compact size can
effectively reduce the mutual coupling without sacrificing
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the radiation patterns. The advantage of the proposed
technique is its simplicity and it can be easily retrofitted
to existing antenna arrays quickly and at low cost.
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